
Request for Additional Information
On the NEI Draft of

"PWR CONTAINMENT SUMP EVALUATION METHODOLOGY GUIDELINES"

The NRC staff transmitted a preliminary review dated February 9, 2004, relaying major problems
identified in the draft methodology guidance. This request for additional information (RAI)
expands on that preliminary review. The following questions and comments are organized into
four groups: 1) general requests that apply to the whole document, 2) requests that apply to a
particular aspect of the blockage evaluation, 3) a list of guidance areas targeted in this(,RAI, and
4) detailed questions that apply to a specific location in the text.

1.0 GENERAL REQUESTS 4
I. Please provide a high-level description of the overal ' okage evalafon tAt descnbes each.t,

of the key components of the evaluation (i.e., break Seection, debris generation;debris§.
transport, and head loss), and explains how the resulits of one component are us'ed byhe
next. An organizational chart of the evaluation proci9sswuld be an asset for the reader.
Please also explain in the overview whether the various ito.ptions" o be encountered in later
technical sections are to be viewed as completely ilte rchaable.6tas fixed tracks - i.e.,
does the choice of Option 1 for debris generation dictate th01Soi .Of-ption 1 for all other
aspects of the evaluation? If there are importantdependencie w the options of each
analysis step, noting them in the overview thieniphasizin n the various
options are presented, would be useful.

2. Please address the ]evel of conserva jsm that t to support or
recommend conservatisms that tbe utilities sh'ould use inwtheir respective evaluations. For
example, should each step inth e 'aluati!24assume bouiding conditions as was assumed in
the boiling water r~eactor (Bj rywell debris transport study [NUREG/CR-6369], or
should analytical assumiptiops be more-addisc? dressing the issue of appropriate
conservatism at the begdining of the guidanceTArnd then aligning subsequent assumptions for
eacfEf'iluation stepiththe stated oieivj-s'would be useful. The NEI guidance
freqi~ehtlhises broad iassgmpions to compensate for missing data and models, and it does
not proVildetsuitable jflatio snshat are needed to ensure that engineering judgments are
conser'vatively bounded. Prslentyithe NEI report contains a mix of assumptions, both over
con iiier consttye'. However, the over-conservative assumptions cannot be
relle~duponio ;o, fitet the underf-conservative assumptions in the overall assessment. In

mny instances, t hiehase.'j'conservatively assumed" was used without any j ustifi'cation to
upport this positiohl6 r-t.clarify the degree of conservatism. For some of these statements,

NRC-sponsored reead'h' indicates that the associated assumption is not conservative.
Whenever analysscannot argue convincingly for a realistic approach, you should consider
assuming boundtig conservatisms to ensure long-term emergency-core-cooling-system
(ECCS) perfoiance.

ss the potential need for additional testing in the NEI guidance. For example,
.o*'~areas where testing could be beneficial to a utility include the following: (1) when data

* are lacking for a specific aspect of the evaluation (e.g., insulation-specific destruction
pressures), the conservatisms needed to compensate for the lack of data could be so
restrictive that the utility could elect to conduct tests to obtain the missing data; and (2) when
the plant-specific resolution involves new strainer or screen designs, or significant variations
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on existing designs, these designs need to be tested to ensure their functionality, especially
the ability of the design to negate the formation of a thin fibrous debris bed. Please address
these potentialities in the guidance.

4. Please explain the basis for applying an extrapolation of existing test data to other untested
materials. In the NEI guidance, many parameters - such as destruction pressures, transport
parameters, and head-loss parameters - were simply assumed with no justification provided.
Please provide adequate justification and/or applicable test data, or else consider setting the
assumed parameters to a conservative extreme (e.g., an unknown destruction pressure set to
the lowest damage pressure known for the most vulnerable insulation type).

5. Why were more analytical tools and methods for the more 'detailed, h'omlex'evaluations, not
recommended in the NEI guidance? For example, oneariea that would ehefit from detailed
guidance is the systematic estimate of debris generaie autantities nt tities v
must be evaluated for a relatively large number of bre&6k types ard llcationsti ly;
these analyses have used computer codes designed sbpjifically5,fr this purposete tii~'
PWR volunteer-plant analyses used a computerized~'ialysiihat employed a CAiii&Iel of
the plant piping systems. The BWR industry also used Utrized tools. Also,
NUREG/CR-6224 (parametric study of BWR sump1b. e)c 16id'trated how this analysis
was performed by hand for the BWR volunteer-plant analy sls4

6. The NEI should consider summarizing the technoblogyand experence'gained during the
BWR strainer-blockage resolution. At aniiimA eck coiuld describe the advanced
strainer designs, how the screen desig features s5i'1,neimpiefiiented (for both, passive
and active designs), and the testing.6f those degigns. I- particdular, the guidance could
address how the advanced convoldieed designs'-prevente~t 'ffrmation of thin fibrous debris
beds. The guidance could als'address thetUvice given7 n the NRC SER to the BWROG
URG, where NRC staff posioed on seyral of the existing deficiencies
discussed above.

7. Do4'thNEI inte juriderake ical review and editing of the rough draft
guidapcOireport, to n icity, accuracy, report integration, and correctly cited
refdR-0JiToor e place holders that need to be completed on the topics
of: e i efes cason to regulatory guide requirements, and 3) the
emerging 6h 5iegarding icial effects. A number of references were incorrectly cited
or missing. r communicions need to be documented. Please address the overall

Adgration effor~ ii or consistency in the report (e.g. the treatment of tags & stickers
as small pieces in tdebis-generation section, but treatment of such debris as sheets that
cover the screen inil 1iiad-loss section).

,i8. Could the treatment of coating debris benefit from providing more detailed information,
.%clarification, 4Ahintegration throughout the report? For example, the likely forms of paint

e ed- i.e., in some locations, the report treats coating debris as fine
paerucs'aid in other locations, data for paint chips is presented. The treatment of coating

;ebris'as very fine particulate will lead to high transport estimates and associated high head
losses. Conversely, the treatment of coating debris as overly large chips could lead to
nonconservative transport and head-loss estimates. Please consider providing a realistic size
distribution.
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9. Why is buoyant debris not assessed more thoroughly? Even though buoyant debris is not
likely to cause sump screen blockage in situations where the debris would float well above
the sump screen, it should be considered. Situations where it could have a significant impact
on long-term cooling include:

* For a nonsubmerged sump screen, especially in a shallow pool, the buoyant
debris that floats to the screen could effectively reduce the screen area available
to flow.

* Buoyant debris can block upper level drains, thereby reducing the sump pool
water level. A$>

* For newly designed sump screens, the buoyant debris coultimpactii~e screen in
other ways. For example, given the new "tea-cup" design-,dVpelped for Davis
Bessie, where the top of the cup is near the water surfa&4Ibi6~Yant debris could
potentially be drawn down into the cup andai'pede the floWow f wahier.

10. Please consider an appendix that contains a data shetlfor each type of insu1 ,ifire1baner
material, and perhaps for coatings as well. Each datsheet confining producttde-scnipti'ons,
manufacturer data, and data determined from releva t{bstrain'eflsump-screen testing4,Avould be
useful. 7f

11. Please address the use of active strainers.

2.0 REQUESTS CONCERNING PARTICULISPECTS OF BLOCKAGE
EVALUATION *1 i

This section requests further information :concerning individualaspects of a sump vulnerability
evaluation. The major categories of a evaluatiotf-are: 1) thelw&bk characteristics, 2) debris
generation, 3) blowdown/washd s traport, 4) suip-pool debris transport, and 5) the
sump-screen head-loss evaluati, t

2.1 Break-Characterist

The Ic offers~fioons for estimating the characteristics of postulated breaks. The
first tw60pioi^re basecion staeies previously used to resolve the boiling-water-reactor
(BWR) straio age iss ier to assume that (1) all of the insulation inside the crane
wall is turnedito deris.or that (,>a pipe is completely severed leading to a spherical damage
zone as-dr& bd'inRG;1;82 The'8urd and fourth options employ fracture mechanics and LLB
arguments, respectiv;l stantially reduce the size of the break and, hence, the postulated
quiffity of debris. Ho'e ,ifce the concepts of using fracture mechanics and LLB in sump
creen blockage evaluation'shave not been accepted by the NRC; should these concepts be

fincluded in the NEI gujdance? (One concern with reducing the postulated break size is that
nusual types of bra akls may not be bounded by these assumptions - e.g. Davis Bessie upper
aerosion or p&'rihps seismically-generated breaks.) And although Option 5 bases the
'*uimedr Tbr~eza,,k'iracteristics on a reactor-coolant-pump (RCP) seal loss-of-coolant accident

GCA3SWhich is certainly one possible type of LOCA; should it be included in the guidance if
it jsihlilkery to represent a conservative break scenario?

Please clarify Section 4.2.2.5, entitled "Other Considerations," in the guidance. Please consider
determining the worst-case breaks using a systematic, coupled process evaluating debris
generation, debris transport, and sump-screen head-loss for each break to determine which results
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in the most challenging scenario. For example, consideration of breaks near high concentrations
of the more problematic insulations (i.e., CalSil or MinK) and fire barrier material, as opposed to
locations with two or more types of insulation as suggested by the guidance, would be useful.
The determination of the particulate-to-insulation debris mass ratio (better described as the
particulate-to-fiber mass ratio) for each break location depends upon the containment-wide
evaluation of the latent/resident debris in addition to the LOCA-generated debris. Unless there is
significant particulate insulation debris, the selection of the worst-case break may depend greatly
on the amount of resident debris. Due to transport processes like the initial pool fill, breaks
located away from the sump screens could actually result in more debris deposited close to the
screen than breaks located nearer the screens. The final paragraph in this ctionegdrding the
evaluation of probability of failure and the predicted mode of failure couldb-expanded to
include more explanation, evaluation criteria, and examples,!V..,

2.2 Debris Generation ?

2.2.1 Zone-of-Influence K-' s

Please provide guidance for accomplishing the mappingo a' .6al R jet to a sphere beyond
simply stating the concept of equivalent damage-pressure .Mes':TMie>NEI guidance
recommends using a spherical-shaped ZOI as was recomended'byth'.BWROG in the URG,
repeatedly recommending a spherical radius of 12 times- that of the-bxokek' pipe diameter
(IJD=12). However, this radius was developedoa and is ibiireoctly applicable to a
PWR jet. Please consider that the volume 'icularbressure isobar in a PWR jet could
be significantly larger than that for a BW ebeca tl> , sy 'em pressures are
substantially higher in a PWR than in a*BWR. ma naPWRjet will contain more liquid
water to vaporize during depressurization than arBWR jet. jAisiimited NRC testing of debris
generation in two-phase jets indic a modesecrease damage pressure thresholds and an
increase in the proportion of smAJ1ii'ermore tranisportable debris sizes. Therefore, more rigorous
mapping guidance aimed atPWRS' would efuld

The B40 URG n pipgmodel which resujtedin the 12 pipe diameters was based on a
saturAtedtsieam jet at 17tPip pigJhe BWROG used a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code
to deterru iires sure isoba "iuimesVwithin a BWR jet for a number of pipe-break
configura P1 e consideti~sinkd' similar analysis for PWRs if the spherical ZOI method is
to be used. jtheIdoes not prkyld 6this analysis, then please consider having each utility
perform hth6e6ncthe model'in the BWROG URG does not apply to a PWR. A
misaplication of theievidtismodel may underpredict the volume of debris. It is noted in the
guidance that an ID f2as used in the parametric evaluation [NUREG/CR-6762], but that
ttudy only had the obj ctAvof determining whether or not there was a credible concern. A
cr~edible concern was Rmonstrated using a smaller sized sphere than may be appropriate for

VRs; therefore, altough its use was valid for that study, please consider that it may not be
:'Valid for plant-speific analyses.

WR jet to an equivalent sphere was not mentioned in the NEI report. Was
ppi~ng performed to justify recommendations regarding the dimension of the sphere?

Please also consider that the dimension of the ZOI should be related to the specific insulation
products that are impacted. For example, a 12-diameter ZOI implicitly referred to the destruction
of unjacketed fiberglass, but this distinction is not carefully explained in the NEI guidance. The
uniformity of plant-specific analyses would benefit greatly if this technical topic were addressed
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thoroughly and accurately in the NEI guidance.

2.2.2 Destruction Pressures

The NEI guidance cites primarily BWROG LJRG data for insulation destruction pressures, i.e.,
the threshold pressure where insulation starts to be damaged by the jet. This data was obtained
from testing that used an air jet as a surrogate for steam to cause damage to the insulation
materials. The jets from postulated PWR breaks would be two-phase; hence, please address the
applicability of air-jet-determined destruction pressures to PWR jets. It was noted in4 s
NUJREGICR-6762, Vol. 3 that the destruction pressures could be lower fortytwo-p seJets than
for air jets based on limited Ontario-Power-Generation (OPG).two-phasei'-dafMt If an analytic
assessment or additional two-phase testing is not able to validate the a lityof the air jet
data for PWR breaks, then please consider assuming conservative of the destruction %i'
pressures to ensure long-term ECC. Please correct and clarify the destrXction;Pressures \
recommended in the NEI guidance (Tables 4.2.5.1-1, 4.i1S2-1 41 2 5aTh, and 42 56b1)
Specific requests pertaining to recommended destructio ress include:

I. The NEI guidance recommends a destruction press re of 0 psi for NUKON®, which
was previously accepted by the NRC in the staff' 1iution;tothe BWROG LTRG.
Please note that BWROG air jet Test 6-2 in the'RG cl fysho'ssubstantial damage
to a N1TKON® blanket with Velcro® band.closures at a p si (i.e., 1.9%
fines and small debris and 6.3% large pie2:d6fis),demonsthat NUKON® would
be damaged outside the ZOI prescribediby9fl1Q isiheolumedif'he ZOI would
increase by 30% if the destructiV d4fro X' 10 to 6 psi. Please
consider this concern when esp-`ting the debris iidtdi tion within the 10 psi ZOI,
i.e., the acceptance of 10 psi asjihe destrAtion pres like considered conservative
debris generation. In addioMpleases'o consider potential reductions to destruction
pressures to offset uncerities ass ciated with 4ijet testing (see above).

2. Zhe NEI guidac ends u destruction pressure for generic
Pfilrglass. l this assumption or simply recommend a

4onseA~ative, e Note that some insulation types were damaged at a
pressure-of4 psig I;t

3. N:g e cona destruction pressure of 17 psi for Temp-Mat
fi asss in I te s wire retainers (per the URG), but then recommends using

.Ahe same pressu'or'. other Temp-Mat configurations and states that this is
g conservative. Taaailable for these other configurations, to verify that 17 psig is

s conservativegf t please consider using a substantially lower pressure to ensure
conservatisn/41n addition, please also address the comment section of Table 4.2.5.1-1,
which recommends using the NUTKON® destruction pressure for Temp-Mat, which

, conflic th the earlier guidance.

guidance cites NUTREG/CR-6369 for the destruction pressure of Transco
~fiterglass. Did this document determine any destruction pressures? Was this simply a

reference citation error? Please address the destruction pressure of Transco fiberglass.

5. Min-K is listed as miscellaneous fiberglass insulation, whereas NUREG/CR-6762, Vol.
2, lists it as a particulate insulation in the same classification as calcium silicate.
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Although these types of insulation do contain small fibers for added strength, it is
unclear that these small-size fibers will form a fiber bed similar to those formed by the
fiberglass insulations. Min-K, like calcium silicate, can create unusually high head
losses across a preexisting fiberglass debris bed. The NEI-recommended destruction
pressure for Min-K is <4 psi (like the NRC SER to the URG), but it does not recommend
how much less than 4 psi should be considered. Additional guidance would be useful.

6. Does the entry in NEI-guidance Table 4.2.5.2-1, apply to calcium-silicate insulation? If
so, then clearly stating so would be helpful. And what destruction pressures4 being
recommended for calcium silicate? In addition, please address an'ncorrecrtference
cited in the guidance related to some OPG test pressures and corrksp'ondiflg
recommendations from an NRC reference. The orilinial recom nffilhdqiohnof a 20-psi
destruction pressure for calcium silicate came from NUREG/CR-6808,(Paje.3-18,
Footnote 17), not from the NRC SER to the B\NVOG URG as dited lith' ikhftsguidance~f

7. The NEI guidance does not include a destructio ssure fAr mine
unibestos, Microthern, gypsum board, or any of-the various foam insulation Tlis
information would be useful. Veil

8. The NEI guidance did not contain a reasonablerecomendatio4or five out of six
common fire barrier materials listed in Table'4>2.i6-1. Ex60t ,fortasingle entry
(Koolphen) in Table 4.2.5.6-1, please gdareq the kbases for assuiptions made for the
other five entries. If the caveat of "c6' assumed" is ipplicable for these
entries, then please address the justficationrif' ca'

Please consider that testing has clearlthadestructinpresure depends upon the
orientation of the jacket seam. Hoer, thesefG data were not comprehensive enough to
provide destruction pressures as TfWUnction of seam one tion, and yet, the NEI guidance
suggests that credit can be takettfor seam vi2 entation (discussed in Section 4.2.5.2) when
considering calcium-silicte',,insulation. Fq^fl'cijet and insulation arrangement, an analysis
of th6siirinao ucf~aidbuvhUorseai6ouentatio n pu crwould then have to maintain these
oried1Ltart[~io6'4':1thf oughou~nt tion. However, the seam orientation model is not compatible
with th~eetq'ivaient sphereZOIimliod. The spherical ZOI functionally homogenizes all of the
break orientations 'd jet reflebtion§sagssciated with unspecified obstructions. Hence, jacket-
seam orientationsCEino laongerlbrreiated with jet orientations. Please consider addressing
this in th lguidn-. c

2.2S• Dcbris-Size Disirli'utioAs

,dThe degree of damag e~ insulation debris is a necessary input to the debris transport analysis
wad is usually presened as a size distribution for each type of debris. Please consider correcting

ornimproving spedific problems identified in the NEI guidance for estimating the size
* distributions oftOCA-generated debris. They are as follows:

Ak2i i NET guidance for a suitable debris-size distribution for NUKONO, which was
recommended as a surrogate for several other types of insulations as well, simply
referenced NUREG/CR-6772. The NUKON® debris described in NUREG/CR-6772
was created by passing NUKON® insulation through a leaf shredder to create a
reasonable substitute debris type for the purposes of those tests. No size distribution was
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provided. Please consider providing guidance for a size distribution for NUKON®
which includes the fraction of the insulation that is destroyed into very fine and highly
transportable debris, the fraction of small-piece debris (similar to the debris produced by
the leaf shredder), and the fraction of larger size debris (illustrated in the NEI Table
4.3.3.6-1). For example, it was found in the DDTS experiments [NUREGICR-6369] that
15 to 25% of an insulation blanket that was completely destroyed by the air jet was
degraded into debris so fine that it could not be collected by hand. Much of this fine
debris was small enough to pass through a fine-mesh collection screen and would almost
entirely transport in a PWR to the sump pool where it would remain suspended bntil it
was filtered from the flow at the sump screen. Accounting for thisbvery finedebris
fraction in the debris generation and transport analyses would be tsdeful6Other valuable
sources of data for debris-size distributions are the decriptionsobf.dfiage found in the
BWROG URG for their air-jet debris-generation tegiO? A -

2. The NEI guidance recommends assuming the d ns-size distribution of(NLON®fo P'`
several other types of insulation including Temp-Mat, mnineral wool, generic fibergiis,
and most of the fire barrier materials. No physicai-foundation is provided for this
recommendation. Please consider conservativelyk inWhe size distribution towards
the smaller and more transportable sizes to comp n for thejlack of debris-size data, or
conducting appropriate testing to obtain the n1ssing infuraii

3. For Min-K insulation, the NEI guidance ed an obser ation made from a SEM
photo. Providing a size-distributionirec-6 m adiiiionf for Mmnjwould be useful. For
calcium silicate, OPG data is proylad statinr t s will be fines.
Noting that calcium-silicate debris has a s~rping teei further degrade into fine
particulate, especially in hot aer, it c the calcium-silicate
debris is in the fine size c ag&oy and th nearly I165% transport to the sump screens will
occur if the containment,4sprays acti ate. Please&6iisider that it is likely that Min-K
would behave in a r e similar 'c'c cate. If applicable data is lacking, then
please consider aemn that Mi -.tis also duced completely to a fine and highly-

4.sul.EI guidance recommends a size distribution from Ref. 7-
3 thludin n in the guidance. Does Ref 7-32 (an industry report
for NUKOI49)include a4 siz tribution for RMI? Was the intended reference the

sc&Sidens te ssummarized in NUTREG/CR-6808 (Figure 3-7, Page 3-15)?
~If this is the cse tbe recommended size distribution is very conservative for the

b overall ZOI b~~ise'the RMI cassette in the Siemens test was placed directly over the
break jet to eq Thrnmplete destruction. In addition, please consider that this data
applies specifically to DPSC Mirror SS RMI cassettes and may not be applicable to other
types or maritactures of stainless-steel RMI.

'5.Debrie distributions can only be obtained from applicable experimental data, i.e.,
r's'-siize distributions observed for specific insulations damaged at specific jet

~ressures.. Insulation near the break is typically totally destroyed resulting in fine or
small debris, whereas debris nearer the threshold pressure may only suffer minor damage
resulting in larger debris pieces. Please include a discussion in the NEI guidance
addressing the conversion of type-specific and pressure-specific damage data to a
spherical ZOI. Such a method is outlined in Section 3.3.3, of NUREG/CR-6808, and
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may be useful. Note that directly applicable data exists f6r only a few types of
insulation.

6. Over time, various studies have described the size distributions of debris differently.
NUKON debris has been categorized in as many as 7 classes and as few as 2 classes
depending upon the analytical treatment. The NEI guidance currently presents multiple
classification systems, but to improve understanding and consistency, please consider
settling on a classification system(s) and relating all further guidance to that description.
A system based on debris-transport characteristics would be effective - e.g., EI Table
4.3.3.6-1 for fibrous debris.

2.2.4 Latent Debris A__

The NEI guidance states that samples collected during inswlation valkdo retilfed in no more
than 3 lbs of debris per 10,000 ft2 of horizontal surface area and thatvteneric uppetrboundfofR
the latent debris is 150 lbs. How and where was this debh'scolleceld? Please provide detailed
information regarding these debris samples to allow an of the quality of the data. Do
horizontal floor-surface estimates consider latent debris in rempte places such as cable
trays and on and around equipment? Based on past of lf,<ia debris and ongoing
research, is it possible that 150 lbs represents a typical antity>{iatentdebris rather than an
upper bound? The debris characterization tests ongoing at Los Alaiii6 itional Laboratory
(LANL) may provide additional insights on this tiThe guidancecitesthe foreign material
exclusion (FMiE) program as justification foIr tdia t debris thereYiore, please provide
guidance that validates the effectiveness pft1is p .od of operation
Consider that
GL-98-04 compiled information from ant inspection srecent as 1996 that clearly
showed substantial quantities of fris',found 4~fing du aintgnance outages - e.g., five 55-gallon
drums of sludge removed from fldilndamfkECCS inp [LER 96-014-00] along with an
assortment of miscellaneous debris. If thejE programis used to limit latent debris in sump-
screen-blockage analyses, adep inspectio f suring the effectiveness of the program
would beruseful. Please consider additioh l'evaluation on this issue.

2.2.5 Geneatin o bihinment Sprays

The NEI redbsibes c er eby debris could be generated by the sprays;
however ttfe ata is provided regaPding erosion rates for exposed insulation or failure rates for
nonqdlified coatin' laseddress these erosion and failure issues in the guidance. Some
eyosion rate data was F NUREG/CR-6369, which may be useful. A model is offered
thae're for the erosion o inflation where the jacketing does not overlap, but the basis of this
Iodel is not suppliedf validated. Please also more thoroughly address the erosion of larger

debris that does noti&znsport to the sump pool, but is also subject to erosion by the sprays.
Because spray oqration may be of relatively short duration, degradation rates may be useful to

{.4esti'nate the toaflamount of fine transportable material generated during this time.

.2 3 _&6vdownriashdown Debris Transport

1. The NEI guidance refers to NUREG/CR-6762, Vol. 4, as the basis for transport logic charts.
Please note that the charts developed in that report, including the assigned distributions,
applied to the generic parametric evaluation and are not plant-specific. The NEI guidance is
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so simplistic (i.e., Figure 4.3.3.2-1) that it does not illustrate much of the complexity
associated with this transport analysis, and it does not show the possible variations in the
analysis that would be associated with different plant containment designs. Each step in the
simplified charts represents a fairly difficult analysis for which guidance is not provided.
Please address how each plant is expected to apply this chart, considering that a realistic
debris transport analysis is much more complex than the NEI guidance illustrates.

2. Airborne/washdown transport of fine debris (e.g., individual fibers) is likely to be pearly
complete when the containment sprays operate. Although some portion of the fin 9- fibers
will be trapped at various locations, nontransport can only be justified} hen ait&one fibers
are deposited at some location not impacted by sprays. Such locatio§,nrepresent only a small
portion of the containment surface area. Please considerOe'rificationr-'ofit'hassumption of
nearly-complete transport of fines using an NEI calculation; A time-vitigvconsensusus
recommendation could thereby be made to en pasizeXnea rlt - ie X
Alternatively, NEI may consider emphasizing thoseljects of mrefouad$
amenable to refinement to help prioritize licensee aniaysis efro ts. ; ;,

3. A statement is made (Page 78) that if the containment sptraeserminate, the washdown of
debris from the upper levels of containment is alsotefmina'ted, Clever, the present ability
to predict washdown debris transport is not sufficientily desi df upport a time-
dependent debris-transport estimate. Hence, if the sprays operain;period of time,
please consider that the washdown transporticidri's-icompletsiies a more thorough
physical model can be presented to suppdethe cnteracy<.tlease note hat existing
containment-water inventory calculati6hgldo, how'e'v Froide valuable insights into the
time and location dependent drainage paths tha(Introducetdebri'so the sump pool.

4. Generic retention fractions areofered in the NEI guidance for the washdown transport
analysis. Please justify eacj.6f these fractions, notQoniy for review purposes, but also so that
plant personnel can evaluafrdnder wbat ronditions hey may wish to deviate from these
numbers. Also, pleaseAothat the feratongff6'd in the draft guidance are not
comprJehpsive and tat-retention fractons'catibe plant-specific.

5. Pleasecoider notin ne g ance, that NUREG/CR-6369 has information applicable to
the eroilnsbf iilrous deb fallig water. This may be useful.

6. Plea inK ihegce, that debris trapped in the upper reaches of the
oIntainment -,e-debns bockage of a refueling-pool drain - can also retard water

rainage and 'ubequenty;affect the sump-pool water level.

24 Sump-Pool Debris Transport

.1 Initial Debr sDistribution
*i:s -'-

ance recommends assuming that the break-flows uniformly distribute debris about
the compartment where the postulated break occurs and that, if the containment

design is open, then the debris may be distributed uniformly about the entire containment floor.
For additional guidance on introducing the debris to the sump pool, please consider that, in
reality, the introduction of debris is both plant-specific and transport process-specific. For
example, in the volunteer-plant analysis, most of the debris deposition at the sump level during
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blowdown transport occurred in the steam generator compartment where the break occurred,
which concurs with the NEI guidance; however, in a more open containment design, uniform
deposition across the entire containment floor is not necessarily the correct assumption. Rather,
please consider that each plant could assess the proper distribution pattern to assume for initial
debris deposition. This distribution can have a significant impact on the debris transport results
depending on the relative location of the sump. Further, it can be estimated by examining the
steam expansion flow paths around the break in combination with existing debris-generation test.
data describing the recovery locations of various debris-fragment sizes. Also, a large portion of
the debris, if not most of the small-size and fine debris, would be transported throughout the
containment building and reintroduced to the pool, along the containment-&pray draiinage
pathways.

2.4.2 Pool Formation Debris Transport 0&r

Please consider providing guidance regarding the pool formation waterr flows ard'th'c rron ti'
debris transport. The guidance document simply states thto
determine the movement of debris about the containment oor Analyses performedyLN
have demonstrated the pool formation process, and experiments haveshown the effectiveness of
the initial sheeting flow at moving debris. Please address thatfh'eiting'flow could move the
debris preferentially towards the sump screens, away from the sces', oreven into dead-ended
spaces. Please also note that these processes also depend on the locatio-wffind'size of the break.
Because inspection could lead to incorrect and n~onnservative debris' an'sp`ort results, it would
be useful if engineering judgments were suppQrte'dby J_ gful analyses such as CFD pool-
formation calculations or open-channel dr~harge-floi3 claiins,.The obvious conservative
position would be to assume that all inutially-trans bited feiric adjacent to the
recirculation sump screens, but significant reductions in traffsjr'may be found by appropriate
credits for sequestration in dead-einf ,mp are (hat are n4oaffected by spray-drainage cascades.
In fact, some licensees could consider ioji of debris during the pool-fill phase as a cost
effective mitigation strategy thatakes adv o ing containment-floor geometries.

2.43 D!isribution ofJDNdi WVashed Iniobt f

In the Rehguidanie, please adrehbs w debris washed down from the upper containment is to
be introducdjt~& iheisump pdb leas'iinclude proper distributions in estimating debris
transport wjtbihLAH6ip61:>, I 'debri trapped within the compartment containing the
break wold Wash 6 , bottom of that compartment, but consideration that the debris
distributed to regionsbiwit"de \of the break compartment would enter the pool at as many
locations as the spray drainaig-eenters the pool, would be useful. Another example is, assuming
disribution of the debtis insproportion with the spray drainage - e.g., if 10% of the drainage
enters the pool from a'given stairway, then 10% of the debris washed down from the upper

ontainment also enteis the pool at that location. Alternatively, the guidance could recommend
itfiat all debris washed down from upper containment be considered transportable because of

dadation2i nesturbulent splash zone, thereby obviating the need for location-specific
''d~is~ieib Please consider these approaches to addressing this issue.

2.4.4 Debris Transport Estimates in the Pool

Please provide a degree of fidelity for pool transport modeling, perhaps above any other single
aspect of an ECCS vulnerability assessment, in the proper context with respect to assumptions
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made in the other phases of the accident analysis. For example, please consider the focus in the
guidance, on the details of computing water-flow velocities that induce debris transport. NRC-
sponsored research has systematically examined all of the phenomena associated with the
realistic accident sequence, and the expectation for such research tends to be the eventual
development of a predictive, deterministic approach for modeling the entire progression from
debris generation to ultimate head loss. Consider that this level of detail may be warranted in
some circumstances, but in others, it will not be.

In the focus of the pool transport analysis, please consider reflecting the ty e and size 'f debris
transported, specifically considering debris that is not so likely to transpo to the scren. Hence,

4.the results of the blowdown/washdown debris transport and the assumptions assciated with that
analysis impact the focus of the debris transport analysis. Theiaspects of-deb'ri ransport that
will have the most significant effect on reducing the transyrt~fractions ,ide upon both }37
the characteristics of the debris and the conditions and gebinetry-of theipo'-l~lorxample in a
slowly-flowing pool where substantial debris-curbing sufrrounds the-circulatio hf4Fje,.
large debris would be expected to transport to the screena sittation where subsial small
debris enters the pool and subsequently settles to the po.Wrd the transport contiio~ns are
marginal, then a larger analytical effort could well payoffinf areduced transport estimate.
Suspended debris, such as individual fibers will almost ce rt nspor to the screen over long
term operation. Illustrated practical tradeoffs throughout the guidanc'e'ild help licensees
prioritize their analytic investments as well as reinorce th oidiir eraction of
assumptions throughout the assessment.

Specific requests on this section of the JEEIuidancesihidiltdthe following:

1. NEI guidance regarding theft approa ppes rs on floor-level debris
transport -- i.e., tumblingAnd sliding. ain, please consider that the fine suspended
debris would all transportfo the s Please Cosider using velocity contours to
estimate floor ocities re less than a particular transport

elocity. This auphis then v upon where the debris is introduced to
'ool (see ho, i e guidance appears to recommend a uniform

-ifitialdebris disboplease consider that high water velocities during pool
Vtio would isinto geometry-specific patterns. Also, consider that

wali&3~idebris would -.with the drainage flows, hence, the debris may enter the
pool~jk,•6ieibn t he'voiAeric flow of the drainage paths. Please also address
,cesidetiinfoi ebris initially introduced at locations of higher velocity that

4
4 ubsequentltyiiiniiio locations of lower velocity, and the finer pool details such as

; eddies and turbiipwih the guidance. Regarding code convergence criteria in the NEI
4 guidance, p e sisiderreferring the user to specific software recommendations

because impsetenttion5 of these types of criteria can be code-specific. These
improvemerits introduced conservatisms, and validation by comparisons with
experimental transport results could be useful in the NET pool-transport guidance.

Anote~rS'mfore refined approach than the floor-fraction percentages might be to consider
sport along flow streamlines that exceed the incipient transport velocities.

2. The NEI guidance presents the network method for open channel flow as a method of
determining flow velocities. The guidance also notes substantial limitations associated
with this method including its inability to predict turbulence intensities, flow separations
and eddies, three-dimensional velocity profiles, pool formation transients, and the
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difficulties of simulating complexities such as multiple flow entry locations associated
with realistic containment-spray drainage. Appendix C provides a comparison between
bulk-flow velocities estimated by the network method and by CFD calculations. (Note
that the title to the appendix claims a comparison of transport factors but no transport
factors were included). The bulk velocities did compare reasonably well; however,
please address the validity of the method used (for example, by referring to it's previous
use or validation, in an NRC-accepted application) . Please further explain the stated
need to check for super critical flow conditions (analogous to sonic flow), which seems
out of place in this context. And please address the basis for claims regarding-5
conservatism of results -- i.e., it would be helpful if the claims could be supported either
by comparisons to experiment or example calculations.

A ,A1
3. Please consider providing more supportive argumeitstin the NEI~iiidaiii;regarding the .:

entrapment of debris behind curbs to justify the argument for p§nretention4
Please consider addressing the interaction of deb4i loadingbehnd thecrbi 6h...f
subsequent debris accumulation. The'debris lift'ylocities$measured during;th&NRCZ
sponsored separate effects debris transport testsl[UREG/CR-6772] involve' relatively
'clean curb' - i.e., the tests introduced only small JqjahfiiW8of debris so that each piece
encountered a relatively unencumbered curb. Peaseiddres the situation where larger
quantities of debris could accumulate behind acurb, thereby'creating a ramp. Consider
that the resulting velocity needed to lift additional debris oCNe 1tiweicuab could be
substantially reduced from that measured ci-i n curb.

4. The NEI guidance states that debrisloca a'A',4 ments will not
transport, which is more applicatle to debris "alre-e'"ttleY d on the floor in dead-end
compartments. However, les consideriddressini .h&Tsuspended debris can transport
in the long-term from such-a compartrnAt& if even 4grnall amount of water flow occurs.

5. Please consider assessig the pote i6iRfor w~iter-ilevel drop at the recirculation sump
screen, if screens-tinthe containmeno-W r paths can accumulate enough debris to

,,8jnficantly rerard Please Iadi how lower water levels negatively affect
.Is~upp-screen filrhfhc iolds.

6. aifor C alysis (Page 87) suggests using the minimum bulk
transhorvloy..as a crfeiSh1 for debris motion. NEI guidance for the network-method

Aranp 't~e 90lTuggests using the incipient transport velocity. Please
. 'consider recommenid g~the same motion-velocity criterion for both methods, unless

specific reasons . beprovided otherwise. Consider that, if an occasional piece of
debris can moi iii bulk transport could occur over an extended period of time. Also,
Ipulsation froJiflov turbulence can facilitate motion of a piece of debris that would not
move ordinarily in nonturbulent conditions. Please consider using the lowest incipient

,rk velocitiesfiiasured for specific types and sizes of debris under relevant flow conditions

debris motion. Also consider applying this to tumbling and lift velocities.

e '7 lNEI guidance contains a table of transport velocities, Table 4.4.3.4.2.5-1, for which
the following requests apply. As explained in item "f." below, it is requested that the
column labeled "bulk transport velocities" be deleted, thereby presenting only one set of
velocity thresholds for debris transport on the floor. Please consider including
"insulation density" in the table, which could be useful since there appears to be a
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possible correlation between incipient transport velocities and material density. Also, for
settling velocities, consider citing the range and recommending use of the lower values to
ensure conservative transport, instead of citing averages. Please consider the following
additional requests concerning this table.

a. NUKON®. The recommended curb-lift velocities of 0.22 and 0.25 ft/sec for 2-
and 6-in curbs, respectively, were based on the minimum test velocities at which
debris was observed to lift (test configurations B and C, respectively in Table
C.3 of NUREG/CR-6772). Please consider reducing these velocities slightly to
0.19 and 0.22 ft/sec, respectively, to account for test variability that Ascures the
transition between debris lift and no debris lift. Also, please addrge'how the
comment for the NUKON entry refers to Table 4-8 of I RFGfCR-6224, but
that NUREG/CR-6224 does not have a Table 4.8. .

b. Generic Fiberglass. Please provide additiodnal qualificatnfcrthe use of
NUKON® data for generic fiberglass neeIk. For examleplease consider that if /
the generic fiberglass is heavier than ortas beavy as
NUKON® transport velocities are adeqhu'e:Butiansport velocities'for a y
lighter variety of generic fiberglass coufd' than those for NUKON®
Consideration for these dependencies couldibe 'seul.

c. Temp-Mat. What is the pertinence of theUoiment st'ting that Temp-Mat has a
"lower damage pressure" than that forNIKONIiiithttfrinsport-velocity table?
And, how is the reference which cites-,the debris-gveeraotio'nsection of
NUREG/CR-6808 (Section 3.241 i).feleVAnt to this table?sj I

d. Hieh-Densitv Fiberglass. P1 6 sideitaththis ty es f fiberglass be
described by its various &ri al properties.including~density to ensure that the
higher transport velocities reconmn'i<ridecif Yhijtgh density fiber are not used for
lighter fiberglass proddcts other4&an those~ uily tested. Also consider that
the preparation of e iberglassashreds tested in NUREGICR-2982, Figure 2.12,
tended to createiore standagdfzed pieces 6f debris'than have been created
recently usingffiaf shrede'r those4at would be created by a LOCA. Hence,

I the ade5 ucy,of'represen !fine'rpieces of LOCA-generated debris (and
Add,: perhaps :1 ssde'nse lnaterials)us the NIJREG/CR-2982 transport velocities,

sho cpsiered.
le a e ~ aseconsider either providing the information for Category 'c'

i.'e;,'the incipit trahs~psort velocity, the curb lift velocity, and a description of
Ye testei@debris), te the designation of Category 'c' until more complete

v inf~aoti ~n~be provided. Also, why are the cited documents not included in
the ls? Has the referenced data been made available to the NRC ?
f neain, please consider providing more descriptive information

(e.g., deahsity and shred sizes). Please expand in the report on the comment
regardihg the floatation of mineral wool. For example, if it floats, then transport
to lhe'sump would be complete unless dead-end entrapment can be defended.

d-However, the floatation data is not comprehensive because the hottest
emperature tested was initially only 1207F and that temperature was not

sustained. Hence, mineral wool could readily float to the sump screen first and
> then subsequently sink later during the accident sequence. Note that test data for

mineral wool is very limited in the open literature. Further discussion on the
impact floatation would be useful.

g. Asbestos and Unibestos. NURBG/CR-6762, Vol. 2, lists asbestos and unibestos
as particulate insulations. Therefore, why is NUKON data recommended as a
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surrogate for asbestos and univestos, when their transport behaviors are likely to
be more similar to those of calcium silicate than those of NUKON? Please
consider assessing the physical properties of these materials in comparison with
materials of known transport properties. Then, consider adding an extra factor
of conservatism to compensate for the complete lack of data.

h. Calcium Silicate. Because a large fraction of the LOCA-generated calcium-
silicate debris would already be in the dust form (OPG data), and because the
remaining damaged pieces tend to disintegrate into silt when transported in hot
water, especially when subjected to turbulence, please consider assuming that all
of the damaged calcium silicate within the sump pool transports toie sump
screen. Please consider and address that claims of limited di~n(ation of
damaged Cal-Sil at higher elevations because ,ofilimite ridkn containment
sprays would require empirical erosion rates,

i. Stainless-Steel RMI. Please consider changing the liftivjiy over af in curb
from ">1.0 ft/sec" to "1.0 ft/sec" so that Wfe guidance is more definitve Whthas
the intended context of the discussion riigp-'dingp'aroximately 2/3of RMi-
remaining suspended"? Why is itincluedhe7rePlease consider thattis
comment addresses the suspension of by tuulence; a topic that could be
usefully addressed in a separate section tl x~]ainihow to assess the effect of
turbulence on all types of debris. L' 4: ,

j. Aluminum RMI. Why is stainless teel-RMI data aplied ito aluminum-RMI,
when the aluminum is lighter an ;ilhifisport and lift at-16wer velocities than
stainless steel for a given size,6f fragitiefit9$,P;

k. Fire Barrier 3m Interam &Fiberalashl'An t Eleaseonsider sustantiating the
assumption that NUKO data cad$ use'd iikpanng the material
construction, constituts, and densities to i'5r~iuate a basis for the assumption.
Please note thatjf'i of thlse materials is less dense than NUKON, then that
material could tranhsjport at lc$er velocitilsihan NUKON. Is 3m Interam
fibrous?

1. Koolphen V is it am edt O N data can be used as a surrogate,
A whenthis'1'A't'eFla1 (closedelbleolic) is not similar to NUKON?
.;sMin-K.T4ips! mrial is a particulate insulation type. So, if its transport
f or i -s hly ejmore similar to that of calcium silicate than to NUKON,
.theiiwhy is N dat recommended as a surrogate? Similar to the case of

mtcl~ursilicateit~~consider that 100% transport of damaged Min-K in the

n. LeadWboo% hy does the guidance assume that this material will settle and not
transport eh its density is not much higher than that of high-density fiberglass
insulatn ib hich was assumed to transport? Please consider that all materials
will jfahsport at some velocity, so if lead wool is present in containment, its
potential transport cannot be dismissed. Please consider determining its
,properties by testing or by comparison with other well-characterized materials.

,o. 4Dust/Dirt. The NEI suggests using calcium silicate data for dust/dirt. The above
-'V review request suggests 100% transport for damaged calcium silicate because of

its tendency to disintegrate into fine silt-like particles. Please consider that the
transport of dust/dirt will depend on particle size. For example, finer particles
and fiber will remain suspended and transport completely, and heavier particles
could settle and remain in place. The conservative assumption of 100%
transport could be useful as an option, but more refined guidance might be based
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on NRC-sponsored research into latent debris characterization.
p. Coatings. The NEI guidance for coatings is based on the paint sample artificially

created for UNM transport tests (NUREG/CR-6772). Please consider expanding
the sample, covering a spectrum of sizes, including fine pigment-base
particulates, in order for the guidance to consider more than one classification of
coating debris.

2.4.5 Debris Disintegration

What is the basis for the NEI guidance on debris disintegration (Section 4.4 .4.3, Pag5i91)?
Please consider that at least two test series have shown that fibrous debrisrdisinte'kiates in a
turbulent pool, but the data are currently inadequate to correlate the rate f digiiRegration with
the degree of turbulence. Neither is it known whether other pairameters sutiacl.asooilo mchemrristry
would affect the rate of disintegration or whether there is aneffective't 6id6shbIdM tlevel of S

turbulence that can induce disintegration. est

a. The NEI suggests using engineering judgne o estimate the rate of disigration
using the calculated fluid velocities. It statetfthe9Icuiated fluid velocity is less
than the incipient transport velocity, fibrousdebri is'ikely to be subject to
disintegration and it may be neglected." Wit is ti l.iisisfothis position? Please
address turbulence in some detail, and consider that baed on observations during the
integrated debris transport tests [NU1{ER6773], it ispos sibe that debris could
remain trapped in eddies at the btindai fie Ving wate zones and continue to
disintegrate at a slow rate. Please also co'n'idef.i slow rate of
disintegration can become: drin *a4"4 ooling scenario. Note that
the integrated debris transport tests We limited toTafew hours.

b. Please consider disintejai~aon for rdebris typjs where disintegration is possible.
For example, some matenials su'f.is RMI willnot disintegrate in the pool, but for
some materials sudts calciux4aidlcate, thE'disintegration may be complete
cWithout adeqnr te vm pleas conserb'asing the rate of disintegration on a
,onservativhl enio a

2.5 Sump ScreeniH ad-L ssf:valuation

The NEI gOuiaep s usigG/CR-6224 correlation for predicting head loss
across fib¶rous d b plea consider improving some of the guidance regarding debris-
specific input parameter'Plese note that the proposed correlation is empirically-based,
meaning that several coefficients are used to best fit the correlation to observed data. Another
Way to look at the co s that it provides a means of extrapolating from known test data to

,ostulated plant condii-ns that are not too dissimilar from the known test conditions. The
prts ly to the NEI guidance:

Q:~ThbeNEI'guidance states that the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation has been extensively
, alid'ated (Page 110). How has it been validated for the insulations and particulates
e-,,.12 pected in PWR scenarios? Although the form of the correlation is thought to be robust

for these applications, please consider citing (in the NEI guidance) the studies that have
provided validations for relevant materials. Please also consider and address that, for
other materials not previously tested, validation studies should be performed to ensure
that appropriate input parameters are used in the correlation.
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2. The NEI document provides guidance for estimating the specific surface area parameter
(ft2lft3) for the correlation by examining the characteristic diameters of particles and
fibers. This guidance was adapted from NUREG/CR-6371, written in 1996. However,
please consider and address how experience gained since then, has demonstrated that
estimating the specific surface area in this manner can underestimate the specific surface
area, and hence, the predicted head loss. Then please consider the alternative approach
of applying the correlation iteratively to applicable test data - i.e., by adjusting the
specific surface area until the correlation correctly predicts the head loss obser'ed under
conditions where all other parameters are reasonably well-controlled. Also~please note
the following detailed requests: _

a. Please consider and address how attempts to estimate tliespiecific surface area by
the geometric method of a dirt sample gen -tgea for head-16'sting at UNM, r
underestimated the specific surface area, 4etermined thrIugh4 lidation of '
the correlation to test data by a factor of-4

b. Please consider and address that, if a spebific.urface area is esti
BWR-URG data for a typical size distri~ig'obcorrosion products'eNI
table on Page 5 of Appendix D), the estiatd',siufiice area is a factor of 3.8
smaller than the area of 183,000/ft recoend'iENlREG/CR-6224. Is the
data in the NEI table incorrectly labelds "%Please not that, in
the URG, these same percentages erin by t b of particles."

c. Please consider and address the~sVmple geometric equtationused for estimating
the specific surface area of iicIbessunies'perfect spheres. Please note that
readily available literatuieuas more.i ce 7rmulas that include such terms
as the shape factor. , I

d. In the iterative com panion of th G/CRr6224 correlation to data,
uncertainties and dabilities 4a48 subsumed into the specific surface area
estimate as the fe;I-s adjustefdlto fit wejll.ith the observed data. So, in a sense,
the surface arefisya bulk prAmeter thazaccounts for both deficiencies in the

' form of .qation and L e observed data. Please consider that
M indepeA heirsiimates of h area (like geometric analysis or direct

,mpeasurre urface pores) do not provide the same perspective as a best-fit
meter.nhlfsi'lht, please consider and address how they could be

if~i ted a nid~h the guidance.

3. ,ThSNEI'gi�iidffers an'quation for blending specific surface areas for a variety of
Minaterials thatiia3,y oiihabit the debris bed. The guidance references NUREG/CR-6371,

i' however, pleas~e,-'ddreW why the presented equation is different from that provided in
i NUREG/CR-834 ThiFor example, specific surface areas in the NEI guidance are based on

the square of the individual areas, whereas in NUREG/CR-637 1, the areas are combined
using lineaVowers of the individual areas. Please discuss the impact of this difference,
and justi fythe NEI equation through the application of the correlation to debris beds

, omultiple types of debris. Also, please consider and address that while the
ance provides an equation to blend the specific surface areas, it fails to provide

vQ^gihdance for blending various densities for a mixture of debris, such as multiple types of
particulates.

4. The NEI guidance uses a density of 65 lb/ft3 for a generic debris type called "sludge"
regardless of the actual debris material. Please consider identifying this density for iron-
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oxide sediment, but otherwise, providing debris-specific densities in analyses. Please
consider that if a generic sludge density is desired, some assessment of the head-loss
correlation be offered to assure that the recommendation conservatively bounds all
reasonable particulate types. For example, for dirt or concrete dust, where the particle
density is perhaps one-half that of iron oxide, the sludge density will be much less than
65 lb/ft3. The porosity of a granular particulate bed depends on the ratio of the sludge
density to the particle density, hence, it is the assumed ratio of these two densities that is
the key issue. [The term "sludge" was applied to the correlation during the BVWR
resolution because iron-oxide corrosion products represented the dominant pAdiculate.
A better name might be the "mud density" or the "granular density!n effect, the sludge
density determines the packing limit for a mixed bed undergoing comdpression with a
high particulate-to-fiber ratio.] Please consider that~sfddge denitis- i iibther parameter
that could be derived from experimental Rapplyingithe EG/CR-6224 D

head-loss correlation when multiple types of particiliates co-inhlbitlhebed,

5. The NEI guidance recommends a condition of sFboiidanty,ba~sed on the s
limit to debris bed compression (Page 112). The sodidafty of a debris bed depls on
the density of the fibers as well as on the density of the particulates, but the sludge
density typically is based on the particulate densiO daione Please provide an equation in
the guidance that relates the bed solidarity to thd sludgedefsity NUREG/CR-6371 and
the BLOCKAGE code documentation have-provided this ieatioRAhsihuwhich may be
useful.. V'

6. The NEI guidance for fiber-bed compression, l eu' inŽadd nal coefficient (Page
112) that is not found in NRC-polished repoIrts. h, n'ew coefficient effectively
modifies the correlation's ass&6iated compression equation. It is recognized that the
compression equation wasyaliudated forfNUKONif that the coefficient (and the
exponent) could be modifiedor othli ypes of fibers. However, NEI did not provide
guidance for selecting l1iues of KA4thr than 1GP]ease consider and address the need for
deduction of appropria1te values orn iiftVdfi? Please consider that application of this

cEficie o erroneN BP foss predictions without complete and
~~apro~rate guidhd'6;'$$%k

7. Th&NET'gidance corr6tly'reh ends using a conservatively-low water temperature
w'lieheiinghhead lo s ise of the higher water viscosity. However, are safety

,an~lysiperffredto determiiine the conservative peak water temperature, suitable for
predicting the vely -low water temperature? For example, it is conservative to

/, neglect some eai-transport processes and non-safety-related equipment when estimating
y a conservativeW high temperature. But please consider the need for including these same

processes and equipment in the low temperature predictions, so that the estimate of water
temperature compatible with a conservative head-loss prediction.

. ,8.I The*NBI~ead-loss guidance suggests that sheet types of debris (e.g., plastic sheeting and
&s);b~e treated as reducing the effective screen area (Page 99), but the debris-generation

u (Page 55) suggests that stickers and tape are destroyed into small pieces
(presumably to the size of particulates). Please clarify in the guidance, what type and
size of debris should be assumed. Perhaps it would be useful for both methods to be
evaluated and the one that predicts the higher head loss, be reported. Please consider
that, if there is already plenty of particulate in containment, then treating sheet debris as
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reducing the effective screen area is probably the more conservative approach.

9. In light of the above comments regarding the proper determination of specific surface
areas, please consider that the NEI recommendation to treat unqualified coatings as
disintegrating to pigment-base particulates could lead to conservative but unacceptably
high head-loss estimates. This is because the appropriate specific surface area for 10-
micron particles may be as much as four times higher than NEI-anticipated areas that are
based on the geometric diameter alone. Please consider providing a more realistic
treatment for plants that cannot tolerate such over conservatism, but note that applicable
data are not available. ale X .

10. The NEI head-loss guidance suggests (Page 109) thartime-dep dent:1iead-loss
predictions can be performed in conjunction withtime-dependent j'ooktemperature
calculations. However, debris transport cannot berodeled in termmisitic-manner
that reliably predicts time-dependent mobility. or this reason, pleaseddresg&tatment
and validation of the quantity of debris assumed the beAif a partial portion w'
transportable debris is presumed. Please considerad address the approach o
conservatively presuming that all debris capable of ansport to the screen is placed on
the screen initially. Please also consider the benefii f tie-dependent calculations of
water level that directly controls the amount oftiatic head £vaila~le for water flow
across a debris bed.

11. Please expand on the formation of thi-beds-' its effect. P address the following
specific considerations. y

a. In the stionenion heguidance, please address
the possibility of establishing a thinbed across the existing screen, as
was don ghe paramtric evaluation. Please expand this scoping
evaluai to inclAe (1) estimating the quantity of fiber required to
create-a 1/8-in debris'l;e across the screen, (2) estimating how
.mucn@p icula e:ae to establish a head loss sufficient to
,.excee the e PS hi, and (3) comparing these quantities to the
a 4ti ted quantities of debris in containment.

b b1 P1i d er and address that the 1/8-in thickness is an approximate
minum661hRdould depend upon the type of fibers. For example, if the

. particatEti'scalcium silicate and the screen mesh is relatively fine, it
U ndo ~oes not iae 1/8-in of fiber to filter calcium silicate from the flow.

\c. . ie guidance, please consider providing an example thin-bed
Ho-}ticlation using a comparison to test data./ 'the guidance, please include a discussion of operationally-created
thin-beds (e.g., Perry and Limerick).

12. In the NEI guidance, please develop a section on strainer design that discusses the new
A, techno1ogy~ that was used to resolve the BWR strainer clogging issue. For example,

;~please'consider discussing in-detail the reasons why the stack-ed-disk strainers were
R: z-=stuccessful at defeating thin-bed formation, accommodating large debris volumes and

permitting adequate flow. Specifically, the convoluted design forced the approaching
flow to sweep parallel across the internal faces of the disks so that debris tended to be
pushed along the surface towards the interior debris traps near the center. -This passive
flow action, a simple result of flow-resistance gradients across the screen, encourages
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efficient packing of debris without inducing extreme pressures that lead to compaction
and high head loss. This concept, in addition to the high surface area per unit volume,
are the foundations of advanced strainer design, which could be useful in the PWR
sump-screen clogging resolution as well.

13. In the NEI guidance, please consider addressing debris beds that contain very little fiber.
For example, it is possible to have a debris bed consisting of only calcium silicate, if the
screen has a fine enough mesh. In such situations, a granular-bed head-loss correlation
may be more applicable than the NUREGICR-6224 correlation. Such recommendations
could be useful.

14. The NEI guidance discusses a method of iterativelyisolVing theNREG/CR-6224
correlation including example solutions. Please consider also mentio nrnthe NRC-
sponsored BLOCKAGE code, and presenting the ryos and cons associatdaitbhits
application to PWR sump screens. BLOCKAGE implements1lhe head-106s !frrftio
and can be used to perform screen vulnerabilitytlculatiohs and manual itamtiNo~n-'t
confirm the appropriate choice of material parametei~s wen data are availabla&-for
comparison.

15. In the NEI guidance for RMI debris beds, please consider presenting a complete set of It
data rather than a single value. The value presented would&p iatb stainless steel (mid-
size range). Please note that NUREG/GR6808^ontains a mioe complete set of data
that includes values appropriate for I Rihifinuhi½s well.

16. The NEI guidance discusses the~pplicatio 'af the JRE( ICR-6224, correlation to
microporous and fiber debrs combinatiois. It stat s 1that the correlation is good up to a
particulate-to-fiber mass ff 20%¶-ease consider replacing this guidance with
recommendations based oriithe rece.LRC calcium-silicate test report that provides the
specific surface area fpr;'the calciu sicate product that was tested. Please note that
parameters for MiWKn te likely t&'idsimldrto those for calcium silicate, and perhaps

.cafilbe used as4-gts e for Mi rsrvative margin is applied in conjunction
o-it~a'ni-appropri-tefratio-nale.

17. P te dd-te specifi fae area and the debris sludge (granular) density for each type
of eTable 4.5. '4irIs the 40-micron mean particle size reported for calcium

catetoo, arge -.

A8. Please consid'readdinga summary of available test data (e.g., provided in URG) that
AS' includes NRCi-ndstry-, and internationally-sponsored tests, and lists the types of

materials testi, describes how the tests were executed, and perhaps provides the range
. of test conditions. This could be useful.

s.30 GUIDANCEITOPICS TARGETED FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
.. ,,,,-

T follo'wing topics represent areas where either the current NEI guidance needs to be
supplemented or a modest effort could substantially improve the usability of the document.

1. Overall evaluation flow chart
2. Establish level of conservatism expectations
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3. Jet-to-sphere mapping
4. Establish destruction pressure extrapolation rationale
5. Complete table of destruction pressures
6. Computerized analysis tools (e.g., CASINOVA, BLOCKAGE)
7. Conservative ZOI debris-size distributions
8. Latent debris characterization and quantities
9. Characterization of coating debris
10. Generalize airborne/washdown guidance for PWRs

.11. Spatial debris distribution entering pool 1>
12. Establish transport parameter extrapolation rationale , /
13. Pool debris-transport model during pool formation
14. Pool debris-transport model in established pool i
15. Pool debris-disintegration model Xr8-;> piltv
16. Apply NUREGICR-6224 to test data to deduce s ible input paramerp plicatio

of correlation p en
17. Establish head-loss parameterextrapolationrat le, 4;
18. Develop guidance for buoyant debris
19. Prepare computerized comprehensive solution of PUREG/ -R 6224 correlation (e.g.,

PWR Version of BLOCKAGE) 4 A . '
20. Description and treatment of potential c efeicffects 'I'

4.0 DETAILED TEXT-SPECIFIC QUESTIONS-

* Please consider adding a list of abbreviation @
* Page 9, Section 1.1, third paragraph. Pleas expl 'hhe intention is not to replace

the plant licensing or design bses, when fact the design-basis may be replaced.
* Page 18, first paragraph. P1e updatPihe reference to a draft RG 1.82 Revision 3, to

the final version whichMIssued mber 2003
* Page 19, Section 1.4, Bullet 2. P specific plants having materials in

containment thatare~n uidance would address these materials in
tei .plant-specl ssfn wuadstsmel
81 ,e28, Sectio 6, nd sentence, "The debris volume at the screen should be used

qto estuinft6e.the rate stinrmulation of debris on the ECC sump screen." What does this
senten ean? Hocaai be estimated if our debris-transport prediction
capabi mit'sarehot mature enofgh to predict the time-dependent accumulation of debris

,, #Page 30, S~1iease include the advantages of convoluted screen designs (e.g.,
S,/ stacked disk r as means of preventing thin-bed debris accumulations, in this

paragraph. J
* Page 33, SectiiS 4.1, first paragraph, last sentence. Please include strainer geometry in

addition to stiner area (e.g., "changes in strainer area and strainer geometry"). Again,
strainergeoometry can be useful in the prevention of thin-bed accumulations. In addition,

eonsider expanding on the scoping process, to directly address the potential of
r'ietating a thin-bed accumulation as was done in the parametric evaluation - i.e., -1/8"

the screen area provides a rough estimate of the minimum volume of fiber needed
to cause the high head losses associated with this type of debris bed. Comparisons of
this minimum volume of debris to preliminary estimates of potential debris generation
can quickly reveal potential vulnerabilities.

* Page 37, Section 4.2.1.1.1. Please consider including a minimum-pool-level analysis,
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which has probably been performed at most plants, in the bullet list.
* Page 37, Section 4.2.1.1.3, 4' bullet. Explain why it is necessary to assume loss of

offsite power coincident with a LOCA event. -How does the loss of offsite power affect
sump screen blockage? Why not perform the analyses assuming with and without loss of
offsite power and then select the worst case?

* Page 39, Section 4.2.2.4. The abbreviation "HL" presumably means head loss?
* Page 48, Section 4.2.4.2.2. Please address the concern of a break occurring high in the

containment, where insulation might be located below the ZOI and underneath the break
and could then be damaged by the break-flow outfall.

* Page 48, Section 4.2.4.2.3. 2'" bullet. Please consider and addres the preen~ciie of small
suspended materials in these isolated areas, since even a small rai'sfflow will
eventually transport suspended materials to the sump'screen.

* Page 49, Section 4.2.4.2.3, 6' bullet. Should "Secti hn42.4" readScon4.2.5
* Page 50, Section 4.2.5.1. Please define the term ,ns ebris are

transportable under some flow conditions - e.g.A, ntire blankts and c
when subjected to sheet flow during sump-pooln& ationV'

* Page 52, Section 4.2.5.3. Please consider addin4ii-lie't1to the first list explainninthat
the ZOI depends upon the damage pressure of theiRM 'ch in term depends upon the
manufacturer, the attachment method and the mate iiIi''#hether it is Al or stainless
steel. The last bullet of the second list states "9.liocated; W n sipipe diameters of the
break site." What is the basis for this measurement (six pqe diat'rs does not relate to
a ZOI radius)?

* Page 54, Table 4.2.5.4.2-1. When Ahln e'&.transprt of fltplate coating debris,
what are the dimensions (other thadn hickness)jof tese platelets?

* Page 56, Section 4.2.5.6, 2nd bullet. If Kaoool is'thetsameeas K-wool (from the URG)
then isn't the destruction pressure knownto be 40 y higher than that for
NUKON)? A * }

* Page 61, Table 4.2.5.6- ,Plea'se coxl( and adcrss that OPG conducted tests on
Marinite board that indicated edge ieion at oiy 5 pipe diameters, so the destruction
pressure for this i4teiai is likely tially higher than that for fiberglass.
*X b ,ectidh'i43'l2'.2, Please n tett ndensate drainage can also transport fine

ecP 67tStion k Tparagraph. Please also list "Fines."
on 4.3.3 consider adding a bullet to the list'that includes

"stairwe1ls ianaannular gaping
* e S6Siei '4,44.2 . ........... and not at all in dead-ended

compartments'.$31ease consider and address that an exception to this statement is
suspended ma t Most so-called dead-ended compartments still have some flow

, passing throu h7or rtices that can transport suspended material from the region given
*17 sufficient time'

Page 77, Section 4.4.2.3. Should "Hydraulic Processes" be a heading?
m Page 93,iTable 4.4.3.4.2.5-1. Please list citations ITR-92-03N and ITR-93-02N in the

' '. -referefi# Why are they not readily available? Should these sources of information be
to the NRC for review and to the licensees for their use?

104, Table 4.5.2.4-1. The material density for NUKON is given as 159 lbm/ft3,
whereas the density used in NUREG/CR-6224 and in the NEI-guidance sample problem
on Page 120 uses 175 Ibm/ft3. Please clarify.

* Page 108 mentions Reference 2.24. Why is it not provided in the reference list?
* Page 118, Section 4.5.3.3.2. Please develop this paragraph further, to include a
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description of the application of the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation to an alternate strainer
design (i.e., full screen area for an unloaded strainer vs. the circumscribed area for a fully
loaded strainer) instead of just stating, "overly conservative results."

* Appendix C. The title indicates that a comparison of transport factors will be provided,
but no transport factors were calculated. Only flow velocities were compared. Some
discussion of transport factors would be useful. Please supplement this appendix rather
than renaming to reflect the present content.
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Of NEI's Draft

"PWR CONTAINMENT SUMP EVALUATION METHODOLOGY GUIDELINES"
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(pi,. 4)
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9
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11(d)

11(g)
12
13
14

Section'14;0,Item 1
Section 1.0, Item 2

,-: :.- - -r,.,p ...
SectionjQO-Jt4e~w

Section 2.1

Section 1.0, Item 6

Sections 2.2.2, Items 2 - 8
& 2.2.3, Items 1 - 6

& 2.3, Item 4
& 2.4.4, Items 7b - 7g,

7j -7n, & 7q
& 2.5, Items 1 - 7

S cti6jn'2 .-3.2Af&1e 1Sec'tion2.22Itemst1 & 8m'l
Section 2.2 .2 . Items 6 & 8

Section:2.2.2, Item 6*2I

Section 2.2 .3,Item I

Section 2.2.3 Iteml4*V *_t~~-~r- 72' >,....1~ -1- 6!r` `,Section 2 23_I->tem -3

Section 2.2.4,Scln22.3, Item'5
Section 2.4.3

ction 4.2

Section 2.4.4, Items 1 - 2

Section 2.5, ¶1 & Item I
Sehoi25,' tem'i2.

Section 2.5, Item 3

Se'eion ,'Ite~m4
Section 2.5, Item 6
,S~eeion'2;5, ,Item 7

Section 2.5, Item 12
S ti ,.5,6 , 5Iteim .15
Section 1.0, Item 9
s 6w i 6.P5o ; 1 t e i ., 8
Section 1.0, Item 5

Introduction
In 9mpletIeness
Conservatism

Conslsteney and quality
Postulated breaksMdi ti-S <i r ,-:

Potential mitigation strategies
ZOI mapping

Unjustified parameters

Itio spressures:
Single- vs. two-phase jet basis
Values omitted f6f certainf types

Jacket seam orientation basis

NUKON applicability
Particulate insulation assumptins

RMI assumptions
gamge daita conversioni tkQZI

Latent debris quantification
[Transport l6CiC,6harts

Debris entrance into pool
nst'durmngpoolformation

Validation of network method
Velocity-based disintegrahton

Validation of head loss correlation
Basisor;spcific surface'areas

Combined parameters for multiple
constituents in debris bed
Matenafl-,s'peeifie'density
Coefficient justification

Thin-bed debris effect
Head-loss corielations

Buoyant debris
ting debris

Analytical tools and methods used
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7590-01 (P)

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Proposed Generic Communication

Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation

During Design Basis Accidents at Pressurized Water Reactors

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Notice of opportunity for public comment.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to issat. neric

letter (GL) to request that addressees submit information to the NRC ernng tefstatus of...

their compliance with 10 CFR 50.46(b)(5), which requires long-ter actcorercooig

available following a design basis loss of coolant accident, and wit the-aadditional plant-specific

licensing basis requirements listed in this generic letter, in accordance with,10 CFR 50.54(f).

This request is based on the identified potential susceptibility of pressurized-waterrelacor

(PWR) recirculation sump screens to debris blockage during'd saccidents requiring

recirculation operation of the emergency core cooli gsystem (ECCS)'6orcontainment spray
'7

system (CSS) and the potential for additional adverse effec> due to ebris blockage of

flowpaths necessary for-ECCS and CSS recirculation and'containmedt drainage.

This Federal Register lice is lable through the NRC's Agencywide Documents

Access and Management St (ADAMS) under accession number ML040830518.

A,
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DATES: Comment period expires [60 days after FRN is published]. Comments submitted

after this date will be considered if it is practical to do so, but assurance of consideration cannot

be given except for comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESSEES: Submit written comments to the Chief, Rules and Directives Branch, Division

of Administrative Services, Office of Administration, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Mail

'AStop T6-D59, Washington, DC 20555-0001, and cite the publication date and page number of

this Federal Registernotice. Written comments may also be delivered toXNRC Head xs, -

11545 Rockville Pike (Room T-6D59), Rockville, Maryland, between 7:30am and 41 5 pm oi\

Federal workdays.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: David Cullison at 301r email at

dqcQnrc.gov or Ralph Architzel at 301-415-2804 or by email atr

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: / i7 $

GOOF DEBRIS BLOCKAGE ON

:IDENTS AT PRESSURIZED

DRAFT NRC GENERIC LETTER 2003-XX: PO

EMERGENCY RECIRCUNTION DURING, DE

WATER REACTORSK< .? ,
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Addressees

All holders of operating licenses for pressurized-water nuclear power-reactors, except those

who have ceased operations and have certified that fuel has been permanently removed from

the reactor vessel.

Purpose,

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this g leter to

(1) , Request that addressees submit information to the NRC to co nfirmcompliance with

* 10 CFR 50.46(b)(5), which requires long-term reactor core icig and other existing

*' regulatory requirements listed in this generic letter. This-request is based tihe

* identified potential susceptibility of pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) reciultion sump

screens to debris blockage during design basis tccide s requin tion

operation of the emergency core coolste C ECS) or containment spray system

(CSS) and the potential for additionaj adverse effects due~to'debris blockage of.

flowpaths necessy4or ECCS a SS recirc tionn containment drainage.

(2) Require addres poidthe NRC itten response in accordance with

10CFR5;.5 (

/ 7*
*f'r. .,1

s of ty] g_;
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Background

In 1979, as a result of evolving staff concerns related to the adequacy of PWR recirculation

sump designs, the NRC opened Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-43, "Containment Emergency

Sump Performance." To support the resolution of USI A-43, the NRC undertook an extensive

research program, the technical findings of which are summarized in NUREG-0897,

"Containment Emergency Sump Performance," dated October 1985. The resolution of

USI A-43 was subsequently documented in Generic Letter (GL) 85-22, 'Potential for Ld< of

Post-LOCA Recirculation Capability Due to Insulation Debris Blockagei"'dated December3

1985. Although the staff's regulatory analysis concerning USI A-43 did not suppi~'rt impo'sin ing

new sump performance requirements upon licensees of operating PWRs boiling-water

reactors (BWRs), the staff recommended in GL 85-22 that all affecteqdrIactor l6c nsees replace
Cz 'K. lea-s1.

the 50-percent blockage assumption (under which most nuclear. power plantshad

licensed) with a comprehensive, mechanistic assessment of plait-speciic debris bckage\ i e4

potential for future modifications related to sump pertrmanc, hermalinsulation

changeouts. The 50-percent screen blockage does not qe plant-specific

evaluation of the debris-blockage potential avnday result in a no onservative analysis for

screen blockage effect\. staff als patd the NRC's regulatory guidance, includingat ' : ¾ o;0F-N;.........w

Section 6.2.2 of the Stard Rview Plan (NUREG-0800) and Regulatory Guide 1.82, 'Water

Sources for Long-Term Recirculatio pColing a Loss-of-Coolant Accident," to reflect

the USI A-43 technicaljfindings documentedin NUREG-0897. Following the resolution of USI

A-43 in 1985, several events occurred,'thatchallenged the conclusion that no new requirements

were necessary to prevent the clogg"ng of ECCS strainers at operating BWRs:

1d;..' /'

i,. [, .. I-..
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* On July 28, 1992, at Barseback Unit 2, a Swedish BWR, the spurious opening of a pilot-

operated relief valve led to the plugging of two containment vessel spray system suction

strainers with mineral wool and required operators to shut down the spray pumps and

backflush the strainers.

* In 1993, at Perry Unit 1, two events occurred during which ECCS strainers became

plugged with debris. On January 16,- ECCS strainers were plugged with suppressio

pool particulate matter, and on April 14, an ECCS strainer was plzgged w<hgag s i

from ventilation filters that had fallen into the suppression pool .On both occasions,

affected ECCS strainers were deformed by excessive di er,'ial pressire acreti

the debris plugging.

* On September 11, 1995, at Limerick Unit 1, following a manual scramtdue to &'stuc

* open safety/relief valve, operators observed fluctua nor curren

the A loop of suppression pool cooling. The icensee l attributed these indicatioi

a thin mat of fiber and sludge which had/46Umulateon the s cion strainer.
.',t 7~ /wA1

A

li,. V

it on

is to

In response to these ECGS suction

communications, includinoBull6tin

Cooling Suction Strainers," dated F17

Residual Heat Remove ARHR)Pr

Mode," dated Octobker 17, 1995, an(

Cooling Sucti Strainers by Debri

ggplugging ets the NRC issued several generic

Opplement 1, "Debris Plugging of Emergency Core

Tuary 18/14?Bulletin 95-02, "Unexpected Clogging of a

;Straiher While Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling

b.ule6tih 96-03; Potential Plugging of Emergency Core

n Boiling-Water Reactors," dated May 6, 1996.

:.-.t;
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These bulletins requested that BWR licensees implement appropriate procedural measures,

maintenance practices, and plant modifications to minimize the potential for the clogging of

ECCS suction strainers by debris accumulation following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

The NRC staff has concluded that all BWR licensees have sufficiently addressed these

bulletins.

However, findings from research to resolve the BWR strainer clogging issue have raised te

questions concerning the adequacy of PWR sump designs. In comparison to the te icaf
IX 7- i

findings of the USI A-43 research program concerning PWRs, the research finding,..;.di

demonstrate that the amount of debris generated by a high-energy fbrlELB could b

greater, that the debris could be finer (and, thus, more easily transp rtabl),nd that certain

combinations of debris (e.g., fibrous material plus particulate materialuld ryesuina

substantially greater head loss than an equivalent amount of either.type of debris alo These

research findings prompted the NRC to open Generic Safety issue 1"As~ssment of

Debris Accumulation on PWR Sump Performance.i7He objete ofGis to ensure that

post-accident debris blockage will not impede o vente operation! of the ECCS and CSS in

recirculation mode at PWRs during LOCAs or- other HELB accidents or which sump

recirculation is required d 1i

On June 9, 2003, having completed itechnical assessment of GSI-1 91 (summarized below in

the Discussion section-6f this generic letter\he NRC issued Bulletin 2003-01, 'Potential

Impact of Debris, B3ockage on Emerge/cy Recirculation During Design-Basis Accidents at

Pressurized-Wat r Reactors." As aesult of the emergent issues discussed therein, the bulletin

requested an expedited responefrom PWR licensees as to the status of their compliance on a

-.4,Aj v
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mechanistic basis, with regulatory requirements concerning the ECCS and CSS recirculation

functions. Addressees who were unable to assure regulatory compliance pending further

analysis were asked to describe any interim compensatory measures that have been

implemented or will be implemented to reduce risk until the analysis could be completed. All

licensees have since responded to Bulletin 2003-01. In developing Bulletin 2003-01, the NRC

staff recognized that it may be necessary for addressees to undertake complex evaluations to

determine whether regulatory compliance exists in light of the concerns identified in lhe bulletim-,

and that the methodology to perform such evaluations was not currently available alresult,

that information was not requested in the bulletin but addressees we7 nformed that'the staf,

was preparing a generic letter that would request this information. Thi e eJris f'

follow-on information request referenced in the bulletin. -i'I

In response to Bulletin 2003-01, PWR licensees that were unableitosconfirm re ulatory

compliance implemented or plan to implement compensatory mereduseo ri'sk or

otherwise enhance the capability of the ECCS and OSS recircuaion i uring the
f46Y /

process of resolving the potential concerns idep11fiei in thisgeneeric e the revised analysis

of sump performance may affect addressee understanding of theracilities' ECCS and CSS

recirculation capabilitiesneaccordan ih GL 91-1 8ReViion 1, "Information to Licensees

Regarding NRC Inspection;Manljal Sec ion;on Resolution of Degraded and Nonconforming

Conditions," dated October 8 ';1997,il adessmy find it necessary to reevaluate the

adequacy of theirmeasures ight of the new information and take further

action as appropriate and necessary ution of the potential concerns identified in this

generic letterrnd the completionof any corrective actions resulting from that resolution,
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addresses may consider continuing, revising, or retiring their compensatory measures as

appropriate.

The NRC has developed a Web page to keep the public informed of generic activities on PWR

sump performance (http://www.nrc.aov/reactors/operatind/ops-experience/Qwr-sump-performance.htmI). This

page provides links to information on PWR sump performance issues, along with

documentation of NRC interactions with industry (industry submittals, meeting notices, >

presentation materials, and meeting summaries). The NRC will continuetoupdatthi'iWb

page as new information becomes available. f a

Discussion

In the event of a HELB inside the containment of a PWR, energetic-pressure waves and fluid

jets would impinge upon materials in the vicinity of the breakisuchate rmai insulation,

coatings, and concrete, causing them to become dartged and s could also

be generated through secondary mechanisms, sc s seve6 post-acdt temperature and

humidity conditions, flooding of the lower containmenthi of containment spray

droplets. In addition tofeeprris generateifo rom thefpipe rupture, debris can be
creaed y th chmic~al reabti'between the'Nh'

created by the chem ch ily reactive spray solutions used following

a LOCA and the materials i4:containrment. These re tions may result in additional debris such

as disbnded coatingsand cheiAl pitants being generated. Through transport methods

such as entrainmCp in the steam/water fo s issuing from the break and containment spray

washdown, a fladion of the generated debris and foreign material in the containment would be

transported toth6`^ool of wate m foed on the containment floor. Subsequently, if the ECCS or
r,
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CSS pumps were to take suction from the recirculation sump, the debris suspended in the

containment pool would begin to accumulate on'the sump screen or be transported through the

associated system. The accumulation of this suspended debris on the sump screen could

create a roughly uniform covering on the screen, referred to as a debris bed, which would tend

to increase the head loss across the screen through a filtering action. If a sufficient amount of

debris were to accumulate, the debris bed would reach a critical thickness at which the head

loss across the debris bed would exceed the net positive section head (NPSH) margin required:

to ensure the successful operation of the ECCS and CSS pumps in recirculation -d4oss

of NPSH margin for the ECCS or CSS pumps as a result of the accumulation of debris he

recirculation sump screen, referred to as sump clogging, could res/l4n diu m p 4rn

performance and eventual pump failure. Debris could also plug or earjclose tolerance

components within the ECCS or CSS systems. The effect of this Mingo may cause a

component to degrade to the point where it may be 'unable to perform its desgnated function

(i.e. pump fluid, maintain system pressure, or pass and cntroisystemnlo.

Assessing the likelihood of the ECCS and 05rs at d estic PRs experiencing a

debris-induced loss of NPSH margin during ump recirculaion was the primary objective of the

NRC's technical assess'ment of GSI-1 e NRC's techical'assessment culminated in a

parametric study that mechanistically treted phnomena associated with debris blockage

using analytical models of domes Ws with a combination of generic and plant-

specific data. As docieed in olumeI .of NUREG/CR-6762, "GSI-191 Technical

Assessment: Parmetric Evaluation's rressurized Water Reactor Recirculation Sump

Performancded August 202,e GSI-1 91 parametric study concludes that recirculation

sump clogging'is atcredible concern for domestic PWRs. As a result of limitations with respect

',e.>'-'*
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to plant-specific data and other modeling uncertainties, however, the parametric study does not

definitively identify whether or not particular PWR plants are vulnerable to sump clogging when

phenomena associated with debris blockage are modeled mechanistically.

The methodology employed by the GSI-191 parametric study is based upon the substantial

body of test data and analyses that are documented in technical reports generated during the

NRC's GSl-191 research program and earlier technical reports generated by the NRC and the

industry during the resolution of the BWR strainer clogging issue and US A-43. Thes

pertinent technical reports, which cover debris generation, transport, acc ulationmand ie

loss, are incorporated by reference into the GSI-1 91 parametric stud

* NUREG/CR-6770, "GSI-191: Thermal-Hydraulic Response ofPWR acrCoolant

System and Containments to Selected Accident Sequence dated ugst2002.

NUREG/CR-6762, Vol. 3, "GSI-191 Technical ssessnt: is

Generation Quantities in Support of the, metri auugust 2002.

* NUREG CR-676V I 4 "GSr191 T chnical Assent: Development of Debris

Transport Fractions inS port of the Par etric Evaluation," dated August 2002.

NUREG/CR-6224 Parametric Stu Lof the Potential for BWR ECCS Strainer Blockage

Due to October 1995.
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In light of the credibility of the concerns identified above, the NRC staff has determined that it is

appropriate to request that addressees submit information to confirm their plant-specific

compliance with NRC regulations and other existing regulatory requirements listed in this

generic letter pertaining to post-accident debris blockage. If addressees perform an analysis to

confirm compliance, the NRC staff recommends the use of an analysis method that

mechanistically accounts for debris generation and transport, post accident equipment and

systems operation with debris laden fluid.,

In addition to demonstrating the potential for debris to clog containm mrcla cum

operational experience and the NRC's technical assessment of GS 1 haves ide ed n . ;

three.integrally related modes by which post-accident debris blocka could adversely affect

the sump screen's design function of intercepting debris that could'n p`do, vn tthe

operation of the ECCS and CSS in recirculation mode.

First, as a result of the 50-percent blockage assumption, mR peens were

designed assuming that relatively small structurPI oadings uld resuAtlfrom the differential

pressure associated with debris blockage. fbonsequenti PW ump screens may not be

capable of accommodat4 the increa d sru.ctural loadings that would occur due to

meds coveressentially the entire screen surface.mechanistically deteridd bri bes t at: ,coe

Inadequate structural reinemnof a su sreen may result in its deformation, damage, or
failure, which could Ilow arg ebris to be ingested into the ECCS and CSS

faluewhchcoldallow'large qatitisodebrstbeigtdinoheECad S

piping, pumpsanher componen p tenially leading to their clogging or failure. The

ECCS strainerpligging and defotion events that occurred at Perry Unit 1 (further described

in Informatio Notie(IN)94 'Potential for Loss of Emergency Cooling Function Due to a
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Combination of Operational and Post-LOCA Debris in Containment," dated April 26, 1993, and

LER 50-440/93-011, "Excessive Strainer Differential Pressure Across the RHR Suction Strainer

Could Have Compromised Long Term Cooling During Post-LOCA Operation," submitted

May 19, 1993), demonstrate the credibility of this concern for screens and strainers that have

not been designed with adequate reinforcement.

Second, in some PWR containments, the flowpaths by which containment spray or reakflo /

return to the recirculation sump may include "choke-points," where the flowpath becomsto

constricted that it could become blocked with debris following a HELBAExamples o¶ pei

choke-points are drains for pools, cavities, isolated containment com artments~Xd conrt

drainage paths between physically separated containment elevations: Debn blockage at

certain choke-points could hold up substantial amounts of waterreqr for ad uate

recirculation or cause the water to be diverted into containmentvolumes thaono n to the

recirculation sump. The holdup or diversion of water as~,lUed-to be available to pport sump

recirculation could result in an available NPSH for ECCS and CSS pumps thatis lower than the

analyzed value, thereby reducing assurance thatwirculaould suicssfully function. A

reduced available NPSH directly concerns sumscreenidesign becase the NPSH margin of

the ECCS and CSS pumps ust be conservatively calcu adtermine correctly the
of- atx ;.j,, ,-X

required surface area of passivsump screensen mechanistically determined debris

loadings are considered. ArtrretliiS. arad(NUREG/CR-6762, Volume 1) did not

analyze in detail the potential for the holdu r diversion of recirculation sump inventory, the

NRC's GSI-191 research identified tI7 phenomenon as an important and potentially credible

concern. A number of LERs associ with this concern have also been generated, which

further confirms its cedibility aridipotential significance:

W1 '-
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* LER 50-369/90-012, "Loose Material Was Located in Upper Containment During Unit

Operation Because of an Inappropriate'Action," McGuire Unit 1, submitted

August 30, 1990.

* LER 50-266/97-006, "'Potential Refueling Cavity Drain Failure Could Affect Accident

Mitigation," Point Beach Unit 1, submitted February 19, 1997.

* LER 50-455/97-001, "Unit 2 Containment Drain System Clogged ue to D 4 is i /

Byron Unit 2, submitted April 17, 1997. :X

* t' LER 50-269/97-010, "Inadequate Analysis of ECCS Sump InventoryDue to lnadequate->

Design Analysis," Oconee Unit 1, submitted January 8, 1998:& .

* A'LER 50-315/98-017, "Debris Recovered from lceonderse rianalyzed

Condition," D.C. Cook Unit 1, submitted Jul 1i 1998

Third, debris blockage at flow restrictions wi in'the ECCS recirculton flowpath downstream of

the sump screen is a D rtatial concericpaPWRs. Deble of passing through

restriction,, suc asX X Wkthe recirculation sump screen miay have the'potential to become lodged at a downstream flow

restriction, such as a high-pressureslafety injectyion(HPSI) throttle valve or fuel assembly inlet

debris screen. Debris cg uchow estrictions in the ECCS flowpath could impede or

prevent the recir 6iation of coolant t ector core, thereby leading to inadequate core

cooling. Similarly, debris blockage flow restrictions in the CSS flowpath, such as a

containment praynozzl could npede or prevent CSS recirculation, thereby leading to
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inadequate containment heat removal. Debris may also accumulate in close tolerance sub-

components of pumps and valves. The effect may either be to plug the sub-component thereby

rendering the component unable to perform its function or to wear critical close tolerance sub-

components to the point at which component or system operation is degraded and unable to

fully perform its function. Considering the recirculation sump screen's design function of

intercepting potentially harmful debris, it is essential that the screen openings are adequately

sized and that the sump screen's current configuration is free of gaps or breaches which could

compromise the ECCS and CSS recirculation functions. It is also essential that systi{/

components are designed and evaluated to be able to operate with debis laden fluid

necessary post-LOCA.

To assist in determining on a plant-specific basis whether complianceexists wit

10 CFR 50.46(b)(5), addressees may use the guidance contained in.egula Guide 82

(RG .1.82), Revision 3, "Water Sources for Long-Term Regrciul ng a Loss-

of-Coolant Accident," dated November 2003. Revisid enhaced tdesockage

evaluation guidance for pressurized water reac rovided in evisi 1 of the regulatory

guide. The NRC staff determined after the issuance of Retision 2,that research for PWRs

indicated that the g e t revisiowa nt comrreesive enough to ensure adequate

evaluation of a PWR plant's sceptibiliW to h trimental effects caused by debris

accumulation on debris inter os g., trash rand sump screens). Revision 2 altered

the debris blockage ev onguidance fb Ed in Revision 1 following the evaluation of

blockage eventscXh as the Barseback Unit 2 event mentioned above, but for BWRs only.

Revision 1 replaced the 50-percent, Irckage assumption in Revision 0 with a comprehensive,

mechanistic assessenof aispecific debris blockage potential for future modifications
*"V
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related to sump performance, such as thermal insulation changeouts. This was in response to

the findings of USI A-43. In addition, the NRC staff is reviewing generic industry guidance and

will issue a safety evaluation report endorsing portions or all of the generic industry guidance, if

found acceptable. Once approved, this guidance may also be used to assist in determining the

status of regulatory compliance. Individual addressees may also develop alternative

approaches to those named in this paragraph for determining the status of their regulatory

compliance; however, additional staff review may be required to assess the adequacy of such

approaches. If the industry guidance will not be available when the generic letter issb •he

NRC will provide additional guidance for determining on a plant-specific:basis whether '

compliance exists with 10 CFR 50.46(b)(5).

The time frames for addressee responses in this generic letter we tt le ).allow

adequate time for addresses to perform an analysis, if they opt~to do so, 2) low addressees to

properly design and install any identified modifications, 3) allow'addresses adequate time to

obtain NRC approval, as necessary, for any licensiigbasis chanao for the

closure of the generic issue in accordance with~ e published scheduler-These time frames are

appropriate since all addresses have respor cto Bull2003-019nd will, if necessary

implement compenuo measures nsinu this generic letter are resolved.

Applicable Regulatory Reauirement\-'

NRC regulations rTitle 10, of the Codef'Federal Regulations Section 50.46,(10 CFR 50.46),

require that t 4 ECCS must satisfve criteria, one of which is to provide the capability for

long-term co 1lngof the reacto core following a LOCA. The ECCS must have the capability to

.
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provide decay heat removal, such that the core temperature is maintained at an acceptably low

value for the extended period of time required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the

core. For PWRs licensed to the General Design Criteria (GDCs) in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part

50, GDC 35 specifies additional ECCS requirements.

Similarly, for PWRs licensed to the GDCs in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, GDC 38 provides

requirements for containment heat removal systems, and GDC 41 provides requirements for

containment atmosphere cleanup. Many PWR licensees credit a CSS, a least inart;it'h

performing the safety functions to satisfy these requirements, and PVVRsihat are not license

to the GDCs may similarly credit a CSS to satisfy licensing basis rementspl ddition

PWR licensees may credit a CSS with reducing the accident source'term t'eet the limits

of 10 CFR Part 100 or 10 CFR 50.67.

Criterion XVI (Corrective Action) of Appendix B to 10 CFRI art 50 'sta that meas s shall be

established to assure that conditions adverse to qualitae p ply ,dent 6i/nd corrected.

For significant conditions adverse to quality, theiefisures taken shaill,'ude root cause

determination and corrective action to preclurpetitioniot the adverse conditions.

If, in the course of preparing' a pons to the reqsted information, an addressee determines

that its facility is not in compliaince Wthe Commission's requirements, the addressee is

expected to take appropriate actin a dance with requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR

Part 50 and the plant technical specijicati6s to restore the facility to compliance.

r#,/ii
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Applicable Regulatory Guidance'

Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 3, 'Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling

Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident,". November 2003.

Requested Information

All addressees are requested to provide the following information:

1. Within 60 days of the date of this generic letter, addressees vove onf

regarding their planned actions and schedule to confirm their-- pa e with

10 CFR 50.46(b)(5) and other existing regulatory requiremen iisted injthis generic

letter. The provided information should include the following: N,

(a) A description of the methodology used! that? e .ariaIlyze the

susceptibility of the ECCS and CSSre~irculation functi for your reactor to

adverse effects of post-accide debris bloagle and 4'eration with debris laden

fluids de ti'd~n this gePdoivdt er. ropletion date of any analysis

that will beperformed.

(b) If a mech nisticanaysiswasorwill be performed to confirm compliance, provide a

statement of whether oou plan to perform a containment walkdown

s4 Veillance in suppo o the analysis of the susceptibility of the ECCS and CSS

The N C staff iscurrent g evaluation guidance developed by the industry. The NRC staff will
document its review ,a safety evaluation which licensees can reference as regulatory guidance.
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recirculation functions to the adverse effects of debris blockage identified in this

generic letter. Provide justification if no containment walkdown surveillance will be

performed. If a containment walkdown surveillance will be performed, state the

planned methodology to be used and the planned completion date. If a

containment walkdown surveillance has already been performed, state the

methodology used, the completion date, and the results of the surveillance.

2. Addresses are requested to provide no later than April 1, 2005, information n'

confirms their compliance with the regulatory requirements listie~din the App

Regulatory Requirements section of this generic letter.

(a) Provide confirmation that the ECCS and CSS recircul funct under debris

loading conditions are or will be in compliance with-theiregulatory require ents

listed in the Applicable Regulatory Requireme' ts-section 6othis genevic letter.

This submittal should also address the nfiguration of the plnt tfhat will exist once

all modifications required for regut co ce havetbeen made.

Nt4-

(b) A generaldes ipion o mentationsh for all corrective actions,

including~any pat tha be necessary to ensure compliance with

the regulat requiremts listedjn-theitpplicable Regulatory Requirements

section of enericletter. Provide justification for any corrective action that will

not b completed by the Sndjo&te first refueling outage after April 1, 2005.

Y. i
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(c) A submittal that describes the methodology that was used to perform an analysis

of the susceptibility of the ECCS and CSS recirculation functions to the adverse

effects of post-accident debris blockage and operation with debris laden fluids.

The submittal may reference a guidance document (e.g. Regulatory Guide 1.82,

industry guidance) or other methodology previously submitted to the NRC. If a

mechanistic analysis was performed to confirm compliance, the documents to be

submitted or referenced should include the methodology for conducting a

supporting containment walkdown surveillance used to identify poterti ebI' s

sources and other pertinent containment characteristics

(d) If a mechanistic analysis was performed to confirm c Ii thesub

should include, at a minimum, the following informati

(I) The minimum available NPSH mS and Sp s wilith

-an unblocked sump screen. B

(ii) The extent of submer n f the sump sc
~A .L .Xe.1 "{

lifne-of the sv

the sump scr

(iii) a ur

vitcdiover'to sump recirculatidn, and the submerged area of

at this time.

nhead~loss postulated from debris accumulation on the

; ,e and a description of the primary constituents of

!that result in this head loss. In addition to debris
je

jet forces from the pipe rupture, debris created by the
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resulting containment environment (thermal and chemical) and CSS

washdown should be considered in the analyses. Examples of this type

of debris are disbonded coatings in the form of chips and particulates or

chemical precipitants caused by chemical reactions in the pool.

(iv) The basis for concluding that water inventory required to ensure

adequate ECCS or CSS recirculation would not be held up or divertedplb>

debris blockage at choke-points in containment recirculationN>Veurn

flowpaths.

(v) The basis for concluding that inadequate core orcontaeinment cooling

would not result due to debris blockage at flow restrctios In the ECCS

and CSS flowpaths downstream of the sumpscree %a'' PSI

throttle valve, pump bearings and s6als,-fuel assembly inlei'deris

screen, or containment spray ozzles. Ts iould consider

the adequacy of the sump X en's meh spaciridand state the basis for

concluding that adverse ps or breaches are not present on the screen

surace. /> .

(vi) Verification thab close toleranc sub-components in pumps, valves and

/,,other ECCS'and CSS~components are not susceptible to plugging or

eg excessive wearidue,~d extended post accident operation with debris

laden fluids.,/

W.'~.. I
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(vii) If an active approach (e.g. back flushing, powered screens, etc.) is

selected in lieu of or in addition to a passive approach to mitigate the

effects of the debris blockage, describe the approach and associated

analyses.

(e) A general description of and planned schedule for any changes to the plant

licensing bases resulting from any analysis or plant modification done to ensure/o

compliance with the regulatory requirements listed in the Ap ableguatory

Requirements section of this generic letter.

- :(f) A description of any existing or planned programmatic ontrolsihat will ensure

that, in the future, potential sources of debris introduce containment

(e.g., insulations, signs, coatings, and foreign materials) will be ssesse- for-
feorcreignfuctns

potential adverse effects on the ECCS and cirulation functios

Addressees may reference their respogFes to GLi98-04'to the eot8'nt that their

responses address these specific reign material control;ssues.

Required Response '

In accordance with 10 CEsubet R addressees are required to submit

written responses to generic le This information is sought to verify licensees'

compliance with rrent licensing bfthe subject PWR addressees. The addressees

have two options.

\<"F
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(1) addressees may choose to submit written responses providing the information

requested above within the requested time periods, or

(2) addressees who choose not to provide information requested or cannot meet the

requested completion dates are required to submit written responses within 15 days of

the date of this generic letter. The responses must address any alternative course of

action proposed, including the basis for the acceptability of the proposed alternative /

course of action. A . IV

The required written responses should be addressed to the U.S. Nucear Ret

Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, 11555 Rockville Pik&Rockvilt

under oath or affirmation under the provisions of Section 1 82a of thi'ori6

1954, as amended, and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, a copy of-a-response <

submitted to the appropriate regional administrator.

if concerns are identified regarding

hs to this gene4ric letter and will ndlify affected addressees

nplia NRCr4ulationriand their current licensing

pections to determine addressees' effectiveness in

Llysis suggests that (1) the potential for the failure of the

as a result of debris blockage is not adequatelyECCS and
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addressed in most PWR licensees' current safety analyses, and(2) the ECCS and CSS

recirculation functions at a significant number of operating PWRs could become degraded as a

result of the potential effects of debris blockage or extended operation with debris laden fluids

identified in this generic letter. An ECCS that is incapable of providing long-term reactor core

cooling through recirculation operation would be in violation of 10 CFR 50.46. A CSS that is

incapable of functioning in recirculation mode may not comply with GDCs 38 and 41 or other

plant-specific licensing requirements or safety analyses. Bulletin 2003-01 requested

information to verify addressees' compliance with NRC regulations and tonsure at an

interim risks associated with post-accident debris blockage are minimized while evquations to.

determine compliance proceed. This generic letter is the follow-on generic comm ica to .

Bulletin 2003-01 which is requesting information on the results of thL 6 ns reeren

the bulletin. Therefore, the information requested in this generic lett4 s1 ecessary to confirm

plant-specific compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 and otherexisting~regulations.

The NRC staff will also use the requested information ;t (1) determinewhether a sample

.A,auditing approach is acceptable for verifying thad dressees'have resolved the concerns

identified in this generic letter, (2) assist in det'ir iningNich addressees would be subject to

the proposed sample adts, (3) provi eco}nfdence thht a audited addressees have

addressed the concerns identiffied in thiscgeneric letter, and (4) assess the need for and guide

the development of any adio ulatory action that may be necessary to address the

adequacy of the ECCS and CSS recirculation functions.

4,; .7t .

- : ; -,7 ;, . ..

/''~Si"
4_,.i'
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Related Generic Communications

* Bulletin 2003-01, "Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation

During Design-Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water Reactors," June 9, 2003.

* Bulletin 96-03, "Potential Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers by

Debris in Boiling-Water Reactors," May 6,1996. &

* Bulletin 95-02, "Unexpected Clc

While Operating in the Suppres

* Bulletin 93-02, "Debris Plugging

1993.

* Bulletin 93-02, Supplement 1, "I

Strainers," February 18, 1994.

)gging of a Residual Heat

sion Pool Cooling Mode,"

* Generic Letter,,98-4 "PotE

and the Containrment SprO

Construction and Prbtective

July 14, 1998/
/s~

* Generic Letter 97-04, "Asst

Core Coolingand Containn

1 of Emergency Core CoolingSiction Strainers," May 11,

'4~

Debris Plugginof EmergenCor ing Suction

10,

for D adation oftheEergency Core Cooling System

;temi'After aLoss-of-Coolant Accident Because of

ating Deficipcles and Foreign Material in Containment,"

-e of Sufficient Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency

Heat Removal Pumps," October 7, 1997.
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* Generic Letter 85-22; "Potential For Loss of Post-LOCA Recirculation Capability Due to

Insulation Debris Blockage," December 3,1985.

Information Notice 97-13, "Deficient Conditions Associated With Protective Coatings at

Nuclear Power Plants," March 24,1997. .

Information Notice 96-59, "Potential Degradation of Post Lo

Capability as a Result of Debris," October 30,1996.

* .Information Notice 96-55, "Inadequate Net Positive Suction

' Cooling and Containment Heat Removal Pumps Under Des

Conditions," October 22, 1996.

Information Notice 96-27, "Potential Clogging f High 1 ss

Valves During Recirculation," May 1, 19A9. ,

ulre-Sfetylnbjection Throttle

I

.

Is Not Used

1996.

3lockage bSafety System Piping Which

ior;Tested During Surveillances," February 13,

.d Opening of a Safety/Relief Valve and

Pool Cooling Strainer Blockage," October 4, 1995.

* Informal

IComplic
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* Information Notice 95-47, Revision 1, 'Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief Valve and

Complications Involving Suppression Pool Cooling Strainer Blockage," November 30,

1995.

* Information Notice 95-06, "Potential Blockage of Safety-Related Strainers by Material

Brought Inside Containment," January 25, 1995.

* Information Notice 94-57, "Debris in Containment and the Re

System," August 12, 1994.

* Information Notice 93-34, "Potential for Loss of Emergency C

Combination of Operational and Post-LOCA Debris in Contail

* Information Notice 93-34, Supplement 1, "Potential>,rLoss C

Function Due to a Combination of Operationa d Post C

May 6,1993. E ;(

Information Notic'A?-85, "PotelFile s offE c

)f, Emergency'Cboling
'15e';, ss<.$.;

A Debris j Containment,"

ore Cooling Systems

of Suppression Pool Strainers at a Foreign
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* Information Notice 89-79, "Degraded Coatings and Corrosion of Steel Containment

Vessels," December 1, 1989.

* .Information Notice 89-79, Supplement 1, "Degraded Coatings and Corrosion of Steel

Containment Vessels," June 29, 1990.

* Information Notice 89-77, "Debris in Containment Emergency Sumps and Incorrect

Screen Configurations," November 21, 1989.

* Information Notice 88-28, "Potential for Loss of Post-LOCA ecirculatiop Capability

pi; to Insulation Debris Blockage," May 19, 1988.

Backfit Discussion

Under the provisions of Section 182a of the Atomic ergy c 1954 m ded, and

1OCFR 50.54(f), this generic letter transmits ',F atIuestote purpose of verifyii

compliance with existing applicable regulator;require7 u it (se Applicable Regulatory

Requirements section 4 sgenericte Specific fjh'e required information will enable

the NRC staff to deterimiin'e"whether the r re cooling system (ECCS) and

containment spray syst ailitiere able to perform their safety function!continmet sray yse ,Harei-Aac

following all postulated ,a6cidents fo ki CCS or CSS recirculation is required while takin

into account thadverse effects of icddent debris blockage and operation with debris
'-4 AE,'

laden fluids. Who backfit is either int~ded or approved by the issuance of this generic letter,<

the staff has ot performed abackfit analysis.-

rig

g
19

and

I
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Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act

The NRC has determined that this generic letter is not subject to the Small Business Regulatory

Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996.

Federal Register Notification

The NRC published a notice of opportunity for public comment on this'
at j

Federal Register on ..... ........ In addition, the NRC has prov

public comment at several public meetings. As the resolution of this. n

NRC will continue to provide opportunities for further public involvemei

/
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

This generic letter contains information collections hat are~sibject to I

Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Thesein fmationcilections§

Office of Management, udget (OMB) under approvalnroXer XX

on XXX XX, XXXX. A..

WI6 Paperwork Reduction

,ere approved by the

'XX-XXXX which expires

aory information collections is estimated to average

itimerfor reviewing instructions, searching existing data

necessary data, and completing and reviewing the

:s regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of

1000 hours per

information
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these information collections, including suggestions for reducing the burden, to the Records

Management Branch, Mail Stop T-6 E6, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC

20555-0001, or by Internet electronic mail to INFOCOLLECTS@NRC.GOV; and to the Desk'

Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, NEOB-1 0202 (3150-0011), Office of

Management and Budget, Washington, DC 20503.



Public Protection Notification

The NRC may neither conduct nor sponsor, and an individual is not required to respond to, an

information collection unless the requesting document displays a currently valid OMB control

number.

END OF DRAFT GENERIC LETTR

Documents may be examined, and/or copied for a fee, at the NRC's Pu lic Docun Rqd<

One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike (first floor), Rockville, Ma'ylnd. Publiclyava b

records will be accessible electronically from the Agencywide Documents Access an'd Managemei

System (ADAMS) Public Electronic Reading Room on the Internet at;the NRC Web sits

http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/ADAMSfindex.html. If you do not have acce'ssto ADAMS or if you has

problems in accessing the documents in ADAMS, contact the NRG Public Document'Roo (PDF

reference staff at 1-800-397-4209 or 301-415-4737 or bwey-m'ail.to pddrnrc.qov. ,/

R)

Dated at Rock of May 2003

1Y COMMISSION

n,D. Beckner, Program Director
ting Reactor Improvements
in of Regulatory Improvement Programs
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation


